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Why CBDC?
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4038828
“The case for and against CBDC – five years later”
• Intensive debate and the term “CBDC” appeared in 2016
• Reviews the 2021 versions of justifications by CENTRAL BANKS and the 

arguments of four critical papers/speeches in 2021 on CBDC (Bofinger and 
Haas, Cecchetti & Schoenholtz; Quarles; Waller)

• Recalls, but does not revisit arguments in favour of CBDC which have not 
been endorsed by central banks; also does not discuss arguments of the 
CBDC-critics against these arguments (not covered here).

• Also argues en passant that the history of central bank monetary liabilities has 
some important lessons for today’s debate on CBDC (not covered here)   

Pros and cons … the CBDC debate in 2021
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4038828
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Justification of CBDC by central banks in a world of digitalised payments
• Continued availability of ultimate risk-free medium of settlement; Maintaining 

relevant convertibility promise defining commercial bank money. Maintaining the 
two-layer monetary system which worked well.

• Have available for all citizens a digital means of payment designed from a public 
preference perspective. Money and payment is of crucial for society built on division 
of labour, or, as argued by Simmel (1900), being even at core of modern society.

• Availability and usability of central bank money adds to competition in an industry 
with network effects and thus typically a predominance of few players which will 
unavoidably try to abuse their market power.

• Dependence on dominant foreign-owned companies for key functions of society 
creates vulnerabilities in the context of geostrategic conflicts. Domestic payment 
infrastructure reduces this risk in the field of payments. 

Pros and cons … the CBDC debate in 2021
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F1: CBDC causes structural bank disintermediation; uncontrolled capital fows; 
ballooning of central bank balance sheets; centralisation of credit allocation; 
facilitates bank runs. But: effective controls (limits or tiered remuneration) are 
possible
F2: CBDC leads to undue concentration of information on payments of citizens 
with the central bank, or generally an increase of power of central banks which is 
not in the interest of a civil democratic society: But: it is easy to design CBDC in 
a way that information on accounts is not available at the central bank 
F3: The central bank will struggle to control cyber-risks associated with CBDC 
because of CBDC’s large surface. Important issue, but same as for any other 
retail payment instrument. Central banks to rely on professional suppliers in this 
field

The fearful view against CBDC 
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D1: Private solutions are highly efficient and ever improving. True, and this is the 
reason why cash is crowded out. But this does not imply that the central bank 
must stay with 17th century technology, quite the opposite. 
D2: Problems with private payment instruments can be addressed through 
regulation.  Partially true, but regulation alone cannot solve all issues. Regulation 
has always been important in retail payments.   
D3: CBDC will struggle to be competitive because the central banks lack 
expertise and comparative advantage in this field and also lack the flexibility and 
strong incentives prevailing in the private sector which are the basis for offering 
competitive products in a dynamic environment. Indeed, central banks will rely 
on the existing eco-system, professional IT providers; distribution channels; 
various tools in place in retail payments; will aim at preserving a cpmpetitive
ecos-system around CBDC. 

The dismissive view against CBDC 
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Digital euro
Project
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Digital Euro Project - Timeline
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Eurosystem’s interest is to:

• be prepared
• manage risks on both sides: issuance and not issuance 

Examination 
phase

(2020-2021)

Investigation 
phase

(Oct 2021-Oct 2023)

Decision: potential
Realisation phase

Decision: issuance, 
live preparations…
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Scope of project investigation phase
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~24 months, 

focusing on:

i. Use cases of a digital euro to achieve its goals

ii. Interaction with the European retail payments market

iii. Business model 

iv. Features and functionalities 

v. Legal questions 

vi. Technical solutions that best handle the above issues
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• Public Call for Expression of Interest. Selected 30 experienced market 
practitioners active in the retail payments market Role of the MAG is to advise
on issues surrounding the design and distribution of a potential digital euro, i.e.

1. considerations relating to the design and distribution of a potential digital euro from an 
industry perspective (i.e. from the point of view of the private sector) 

2. the question of how a digital euro could add value for the diverse range of actors in the 
euro area’s payments ecosystem (consumers, merchants, supervised payment service 
providers, providers of payment acceptance infrastructure, etc.).

• Views articulated in the MAG will also be discussed in the Eurosystem’s
established forum for institutional dialogue on retail payments: the Euro Retail 
Payments Board (ERPB)

MAG: The Digital Euro Market Advisory Group
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Key challenge: develop a business model for a 

digital euro that encourages the various players 

in the retail payments industry to actively

promote its adoption and use

Key questions for the investigation phase
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How can the Eurosystem achieve the appropriate trade-off between

Key questions for the investigation phase
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minimising industry 
investment costs for the 

implementation of a 
digital euro

not producing undue 
dependence or giving 
undue preference to 

certain providers

offering a distinct value 
proposition that 

encourages consumers 
to pay with digital euro

not crowding out private 
initiatives

while ensuring that paying with digital euro is always an option for the consumer?
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